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BLISTER BEETLE / ARE
here, millions of them, and f you
have a caragana hedge, wa h .o ut.
The blister beetle is a s m bug,
a;bout three-quarters of n inch
long, d rk-colored,
an
sometimes 1th a metallic 1 ster. It is
activ , and will
t a k e to flight
q 11 i c I y when
dist r bed. I
know nothing of
its o i gin .o r
breeding places,
or wh,ether it is
hatched
lo.c ally
or at a distance,
but I have never
noticed anything
in the vicinity
Davies
which I should
con ider the youno- of the S·p ecies.

* * *

BLISTER BE1E TLE IN THIS
locality appear suddenly in great
swarms and their presence, is usually n{ade manifest by the bare
stalks of tender caragana shoots
which they have stripped of foliage. They are, said to prefer reguminous plants for food. These inelude, among member of the pea
family, the caragana and sweet
pea, and among the field crops one
would suppose them to be partial
to alfalfa and other clovers. I
don't know about this. I,f a swarm
which has settled on a caragana
hedge is · disturbed by a heavY
drenching of water from a garden
hose the whole swarm may leave
I that feeding spot and settle on an' other hedge on the next lot. ,

* *

*

I HAVE READ THAT BEcause of this tendency to move
when di turbed these beetles are
not easily poisoned as a spray
causes them to leave for more
hospitable quarters. This may be
true, nevertheless, the beetles can
sometimes be poisoned. On Mon·day evening two h~dges in our
neighborhood and a. small clump of
caragana on my own lot were
found heavily infested with blister
beetles which bad already lJtripped most of the leaves from the
spring growth. One hedge, and my
own little clouster, were sprayed
heavily with Paris green from an
automatic aprayer which sent the
liquid into every part ,o f the
growth. Next morning not a bug
could be found on either lot, and
the sidewalk, which was on the
leeward side of my caragana, was
plentifully sprinkled with dead
beetles. On the other hedge, which
had been sprayed with a small
hand .sprayer there were stilll
thousands of beetles hard at work
down in the denser growth, where
presumably, the liquid had not
reached.

FROM THIS EXPERIE C'E I
should recommend for these beetle a thorough spraying with Paris
green-a good tea poonful to a galIon of water-delivered with sufficient force to wet all the foliage.
I suppose arsenate of lead would
be equally effective, but in my case
I find that the arsenate ,c logs the
fine screen of the sprayer more
quickly then does Paris green. I
have been told that the blister
beetle will also attack delphinium,
and, as a precaution, I am praying everything in ight.

* * *

I WATCHED .A ROBIN PICKing up grasshoppers, and at fir t
I supposed that it was- eatin them,
which robins do quite freely. Bu~
on closer inspection I found that
instead of eating the 'hopper the
bird was making a collection. It
picked one after another, and in
some mysterious way it was able
to pick a fresh one without letting the last one drop. When it
had gathered about 20 of the little
hoppers and had quite a visible
mouthful, it flew off with them,
presumably to feed its young.

* * *

TO THE, ROSE GROW E R
about the most annoying pest of [
the garden is the rose beetle, a
smaJl brown, winged insect, about
the size of a ladybug, with a long,
sharp snout. With that snout it
pierches the rose buds and ruins
them, and nobody seems to have
discovered any effective way of
dealing with it except the old-fashioned one of catching and squash·i ng it. This beetle does not eat the
foliage, therefore the ordinary leaf
poisons do not affect it. It is hardshelled and immune to contact
poisons such as are used for aphis.
The bug will sometimes take flight
when disturbed, but often it will
"play dead," dropping to the ·
ground ,and remaining motionless
until danger has passed. Some
rose growers take advantage of
this habit by spreading a .cloth
around the base of a rosh bush and
then gently sh?-king the bush. Often the bugs will drop off onto the
cJoth and then they can be gathered up -and destroyed.
1

*

* *

FRIEND ASKED ME THE
other day if I knew of any way to
get rid of ants on peony plants. I
didn't, and I don't. But . as a matter of fact, the an ts do the blossoms no harm. They do not eat the
foliage or the buds, but are interested in the little drops o.f honey
that exude from the growing buds.
In gathering peonies for the house
it is a good plan to leave them lying for a short t'ime in a shady
spot out of doors, 'W'hen the ants
will leave them, otherwise one is
apt to find ants running all over
I the house.

MAY D A Y S WI T H- TEMperatures ranging around 100 in
the shad<i, where there is any
shade, create a craving for cool
mountain heights, where dense forests give grateful share, where,
perchance, snow
lingers
through
the summer and
tiny r i vu l e t s
f o r m cataracts
a n d waterfalls
on their way to
real rivers and
the glassy lakes
below. I h av e
b e e n reminded
that all these
things are only
a few hours away
by the receipts
Davies
of several of the
fine Indian portraits by Winold
Reiss, duplicates in form and color
of those which appear on the
Great Northern Calendars. These
are suitable for mounting or oth,,·
wall decoration. For years Mr.
Reiss has specialized in Indian portraiture, and many of his subjects
are or have been inhabitants of
the Glacier park region, and several have been prominent leaders
among the northern Indian tribes.

* * *

MRS. J. E. ENGSTAD has received from her daughter Dagna
(Mrs. P. H. Dyste) a letter describing the reception given to
Prince Olav and Princess Martha,
of Norway, on their arrival at Los
Angeles. Mrs. Dyste and members
of her family were fortunate in
the close-up view they had of the
royal couple and of the opportunity
to observe them in the absence of
stiff official formality. Following
are excerpts from the letter:

* * *

"WE GOT UP EARLY SUNDAY
morning and drove down to the
new 11 million dollar station to let
the boys have a glimpse of royalty.
We were not allowed near the train
but stood at the end of the ramp
where their car came down. As we
stood there a fine motor drove up
and out stepped Sonja Henie. We
were quite close to her. She looked
very sweet and lovely, just like her
pictures, and dressed in that long
sable coat that makes every wornan who sees it envious. Neal tried
to focus his camera on her but was
so excited the picture was a failure. Miss Henie was one of the
receiving party.
"The cars then came rolling
slowly down the ramp. There were
the city officials, the mayor, the
president of the Chamber of Commerce, then the royal party of 20
or more. The Honorable W. Morgenstierne, Minister of Norway,
was there, having come all the way
from Washington to take part In
the event. We had a fleeting
glimpse of the prince and prlncess. He lifted his hat, she waved
and smiled above an enormous
bouquet of orchids. John said all
he got was the "smell from those
orchids."

prince and princess after the banquet which took place at the exclusive University club. As secretary of the Norway club, Dyste
had had his hands full with the arrangements. He had scarcely time·
to eat as he was responsible that
the program was carried out. His
distant cousin, Wessel Klausen,
was toastmaster. Klausen looked
grand in his full evening attire,
and believe me, he knew exactly
what to do. Which Is not strange
with the background he has had.
"The banquet turned out beautlfully and we had splendid seats.
We sat near the royal couple, close
to the Tragetons, Mr. and Mrs.
Holes, and the three sailors who
had sailed all the way from Norway through the Panama to San
Diego In a tiny skiff.

* * *

"AFTER THE BANQUET THE
royal couple retired to a small reception room accompanied by their
staff, and were given honorary degre"s of doctor of laws, by Dr.
Klein Smid of the U. S. C. About
20 of the guests were invited to
witness the ceremony. Naturally
Consul and Mrs. Bjelland and
Vice Consul and Mrs. Bents, who
were the· local attendants to Their
Highnesses, and Wessel Klausen
who acted as toastmaster, were
among them. As we know all these
people rather well, they no doubt
had a hand in the honor we r~
ceived in being asked in with the
chosen few.

1

* * *

"I STOOD SO CLOSE TO THE
prince and princess during part of
the ceremony that I might almost
have touched them. There were
about 40 people in the rather small
room, consisting of the royal party,
the university dignitaries, the banquet officials and the few guests.
On going in we were closely
scrutinized by police officers, and
also later when we followed the
royal party out and down the stairway.

...

*

*

*

*

* *

"I WANT TO SAY THAT THE
Prince and Princess of Norway are
the nicest, cleanest, freshest-look
ing couple one could hope to see.
The princess wore a very low forma! gown of silver brocade, long
gloves, very little jewellry, one ring
besides her wedding ring, her order on one shoulder and a s~all
clip-like ornament in her hair.
"And such complexions as they
both have; Prince Olav speaks excellent English.

"AFT E R THE CEREMONY
Consul Bents took me up to be
presented. I merely bowed a~(~ said
'Your Highness', the Prince put
out his hand in a very cordial manner, and a moment later the Princess was extending her hand with
that gracious smile we seem to expect from exalted personages now- !
adays • . • After all had been pre- I
sented we stood around for a short .
time till the royal party left. As we 1
followed them down the stairway
we walked through a line of closely
packed guests who had not been
so fortunate as we.
"And so ends my first and no
20 espe- doubt last close-up view of royaleet he t ."

THIS BEING PERHAPS AS often been used without any idea
good a time as any to discuss the being conveyed to the reader. But
subject, I wish to give expression that sort of thing was not generally considered art. But now we
to a few pet hates that I have car- have our Gertrude Stein who, for
ried around with me for some time. some mysterious reason, throws
They have to do together words and phrases promw it h var i o u s iscuously and repetitiously in deforms of what fiance of all the rules of the Engpasses for e.rt in lish language in which she is supcertain circles, in posed to be writing, and critics
which the ambl- have beamed on her admiringly
tion of the so- and cried "How artistic!"
c a 1 1 e d artist
*
seems to be not OUTSTANDING IN THIS FIELD
to convey ideas is James Joyce, whose "Ulysses"
in an intelligible created a mild sensation a few
manner, but to years ago, and who now comes to
disguise whatev- the front with "Finnegan's Make."
er ideas he may I have not read either book, m>r
happen to have have I any intention of doing so,
in forms which because I have read numerous exnobody else can cerpts which convince me that I
Davies
possibly u n d er- couldn't understand what the writstand, and which, probably, he er was trying to get at, and which
does not understand himself.
cause me to doubt that he knows
*
himself. As evidence of what the
SUCH FORMS OF EXPRES- reader of Joyce Is up against I apsion are found, for Instance, in pend the following sample, clipped
painting, in methods known va- from a current review of "Finneriously as cubism, futurism, sur- gan's Wake."
realism, and so forth. In such cases
*
the artist's idea seems to be, not "BUT, V RAY ED EV RAYE
to put on canvas the figure of a Blankdeblank, god of all machinhorse, and to make It look as much eries and tomestone of Barnstaple,
like a horse as possible, but to in- by mortisection or vlvisuture, sp!itdicate by means of e. lot of fan- ten up or recompounded, an isaac
tastic diagrams the wierd and con- jacquemin mauromoro milesian,
fused impressions that would be how accountibus for him, morecreated in his mind by the pres- blue?
ence of a horse, if there were any
Burniface, shiply efter, shoply
horse there. Then, the painting be- after, at an angle of lag, let flow,
ing hung, the spectator is expected brabble brabble and brabble, and
to interpret it and go into ecstacies so hastily, heavyside breathing,
over it.
came up with them and, check me
joule, shot the three tailors, putIN THE FIELD OF VERBAL ting back to Moyle herring, bump
expression we have numerous ex- as beams and buttend, roller and
amples of ·a similar tendency. Of reiter, after the diluv's own decourse there are many who con- luge, the seasant samped as skibfuse poetry with form and imagine ber breezed in, tripping, dripping,
anything to be poetry which has threw the sheets in the wind, the
a measured cadence and a pleasing tights of his trunks at tickle to
jingle. But, at least until recently, tackle and his rubmelucky truss
the poetry of masters of the art rehorslng the pouffed skirts of his
had both substance and form. overhawl.
Beauty of thought ha.a been com- "He never cotcbed finer, balay
bined with beauty of expression. me, at Romiolo Frullini's flea panBut there has been developed a ta.mine out of Griddle-the Sink or
modern school which throws beau- Shusies-with-her-Soles-Up or La
ty to the winds, and whose char- Sauzerelly, the pucieboots, when I
acteristic feature is the presenta- started so hobmop ladlelik, highly
tion of the trite, sordid and repul- tighty, to kick the time off the
sive in forms different from any- cluckclock lucklock quamquam
thing that anyone else has at- camcam potapot panapan klckatempted. A few years ago this sort kickkack. The fall (bababadadalof thing was known as "free verse," gharaghtakamminarronnkonnbronwhlle it is true that .some real ntonnerronntuonnthunntrovarrhoupoetry was presented In the form nawnskawntoohoordenenthurnuk!)
of free verse, the distinctive fea- of a once wallstrait oldparr is reture• of the 11ystem, and Its succe1- taled early in bed and later on life
sors under various names, has down through all ehristian minbeen the oddity of its physical ar- strelsy."
rangement. Capitalization has been
abandoned as sometliin&' archaic, I AM REMINDED HERE OF
and lines, instead of running two atorles.
straight across the page, have run
One is of the old Scottish lady
from northwest to southeast, as if who, after listening to a sermon
there were some peculiar merit in by the new pastor said: "Ah, but
such departure from usual custom. yon was a grand sermon. I couldno
I am expecting any day to see a understand a word o' it!"
book with the type set upside
The other is of a man who was
down or the words reading from insane, and knew it, but who was
right to left, and to have the thing clever enough to keep the fact
hailed as a noteworthy develop- concealed from his friends. Bu
ment in art form.
occasionally he would feel a man
*
iacal streak coming on and he
THEN WE HAVE MONS'T.RO- would go out upon the bleak and
slties in the choice of words. An deserted moor, where, secure in
old cynic described language as solitude, he would shout at the top
something invented to conceal of his voice meaningless · gibberish
thought, and it is quite true that until the fit had passed.
whether so intended or not, I wonder how many alleged artswarms e.nd flocks of words have tists know that they are crazy.

* *

* *

* *

* * *

* * *

* *

IN THE RECENT SINKING
of the American submarine SquaJus, off the New England coast,
26 men lost their lives. A few
days later all

been the generally tlckllllh altuation aboard, there will be no war
in the near future. And I read
quite often gllb comments on the
"war scare" as something that

trace

never had any real basis, but
which was manufactured out of
the whole cloth by newspapers,
munitions makers or politicians
in order to mislead the public.

was lost

for a time of
the new British
submarine Thetis, which dived
tn the Irish sea
with 94 men on
board. As this

*

* *

the

THOSE WHO ENTERTAIN
that opinion, lf any do entertain
it honestly, have either very

prospect is that
all but the four

understanding of several import-

is

written

short memories or very imperfect

who first escaped will be found
dead when the
Davies
submarine is entered. In a. statement published a ff!IW days ago
it was said that 750 lives had
been lost in similar accidents,
which do n?t include the numerous casualties 1n actual warfare.
Interested though I am in every
form of scientific and mechanical
development, I have long felt that
it would have been better tor the
world if the submarine had never
been invented, and that if 1mch a
thing were possible, the subma.rine ought now to be abolished.

* * *

THE SUBMARINE IS DIStinctively an 1natument of destruction. For any other purpose it ls
useless. Some enthusiastic readers of Jules Verne's ''Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea" had visions of swift and
p owe r f u I under - water craft
carrying passengers and goods
across the oceans, •ecure 1n the
quiet waters below from storms
which might lash the surface.
That dream bas not been realiz·
ed, and all the experimentation
of all the engineers who have devoted years to the problem has
failed to develop a submarine
which can be of the slightest
value as a peace-time craft. The
only mission of the BUbmartne,
and the only one of which it is
capable, is to destroy.

*

* *

THAT MUCH CAN BE SAID
of other military weapons. By no
stretch of the imagination ca.n the
16~lncb gun or the machine gun

be--

ant facts. One of these is that Japan has made war, and is still
making war on China and in the l
course o! that warf~re she has
committed acts which !rom time
to time have strained severely
her relations with other great
powers, notably, Great Britain,
France and the United States.
Another fact is that Italy made
war on Ethiopia, introducing dangerous friction into the relations
of nations having interests in
and around the Mediterranean.
Still another fact is that in direct violation of all pledges to
the contrary, Germany invaded
and annexed Austria e.nd dismembered
Czechoslovakia, annexing most of the territory of
that nation and asserting sovereignty not only over its inhabite.nts of German origin, but over 1
millions who are alien to the
German race, language and traditions, and who submitted only
when faced with a. vasUy superior
armed force.

I

*

* *

THOSE ARE BUT A FEW OF
the many accomplished facts
bearing directly on the question
of peace or war which are not
myths manufactured to terrify
children or mislead the uninformed. Those things actually occurred, and each ot them was the
potent1al begtnnlng of a world
war. Each of them resembled a
bonfire in a dry forest. The fact
that the wind did not rise, and
that rain quenched the bonfire
does not change the fact that
there was the meD.ace of a great
conflagration. There has been

1

industry or commerce. But other Some
military weapons than. the sub- have been dampened, but their
marina can be used efficiently embers are still hot. and the
with some regard for the safety danger is by no means over, nor
of noncombatants, and the rules has it been exaggerated.
of war, disregarded though they
often are, provide that they shall
SEN ATOR VANDENBURG,
be so used. An armed ship of a of Michigan, while declaring that
blockadil\g squadron can cha!- he expects to be a candidate for
Ienge .e strange vessel which renomination to his present posiR6eDlS to be attempting to run Uon next year, has indicated hi
the blockade, and, with guns wllilngneN to accept the Repubtrained on the stranger, can make lican nomin&tion for president if
certain ot its identity and the that nomination is tendered him.
character of its cargo. If the He believes that the party should
stranger proves to be an enemy first decide on & sound program ,
in disguise, and opens fire, the e.nd then make Its nomination
guard ship can defend itself and accordingly.
That line of proprosecute an effective attack. If cedure is sound and logical, and
it becomes necessary to sink the it ls hoped that it will be followstranger, it is required that due ed. If it is, the party will not
care shall be taken to provide temporise in Its platform with
for the safety of noncombatants essential principles. It will not
aboard.
try to convince those who may
*
believe themselves to be beneW ITH THE SUBMARINE flc!ariea of the lavish spending
none of this is possible. The craft policies of the New Deal that it
is necessarily ot light construe- will continue to spend as lavishly
tlon, capable of being sunk with as its opponents have done, but
a single shot from even a small in ways more pleasing to the regun. It can carry no heavy ar- cipients. It will not talk economy
Ullery of its own. Its appearance out of one side of its mouth and
within the range of the guns of Townsend plans out of the other.
an approaching vessel immediate- It will not denounce the needless I
ly invites attack. The only man- creation of millions of govern·
ner in which It can be used ef- ment jobs and in the same breath
fectively is to launch a torpedo promise a. government job to
before coming within range of the everybody who wants one. It
guns of a possible enemy. By will, on the contrary,. go before
the very conditions of its con- the country with straightforward
1truction and operation the sub-1promises, made. in unam.blguous
marine is an outlaw which can be language, pledgmg immediate ac1erviceable only through defiance tion in the direction of real
alike of the laws of humanity and economy, abandonment of the
the accepted rules of warfare.
theory that the nation can spend
* *
itself into prosperity, abandonTHE GREAT WAR, WHICH ment of taxation and labor polinot long ago seemed to be only cies which are intended to em
h ours distant, has not begun, and barrass private enterprise, an
there is a. growing belief that the consistent lessening of na.·
notwithstanding all the crises tional deficits until the budget
that have occurred and what has is balanced.

* * *

* *

I

*

IN THE LITTLE MAGAZINE
called "The Commentator," edited
by Lowell Thomas, is an article
by Thomas himself entitled "Radium's Arctic Home,'' to which is
appended this descriptice p a r a graph:
"On the edge
of the Arctic circle, on the doorstep of the aurora b o r e a 1 i s,
there's a modern,
steam - heated,
electrically-driven
and prodigiously
thriving i n d u stry, that of mining pitchblende,
the rock which is
the main source
Davies
lf radium. The
story of how it came about that
the world now goes to Canada to
buy its radium makes a dramatic
page in the history of American
mining."

*

* *

territory around Great Bear lake,
traveling by plane, and establishing supply depots at suitable
points so that the work could be
carried on without long journeys
back to the base. Two seasons
were spent in this work, amid such
hardships as might be expected
in a territory where the lakes are
covered with ice for all but about
50 days in the year. In 1930 Gilbert and his brother Charles found
an outcropping of what they believed to be pitchblende, and with
hand drills they mined enough of
the stuff to send to the government bureau of mines at Ottawa
for analysis. The analysis removed every doubt. The strange black
ore was pitchblende.

* * *

THEN CAME THE PROBLEM
of mining the ore, transporting it
and reducing it so that its radium
content could be recovered. The
deposit was 1,140 miles north of
Edmonton, across a country full of
lakes, rivers and muskegs. The
LaBines had no capital with which
to finance the work which must
be undertaken. But with the pitchblende they had also discovered
silver in paying quantities, and
little by little they mined and sold
enough silver to provide the funds
that were needed. Transport was
by airplane, and that was costly.
Among other things they shipped
in by air more than 200 tons of
mining machinery at a cost of $320
a ton. The mine became a going
concern.

THAT INDUSTRY IS THE ONE
established on the shore of Great
Bear lake by two brothers, Gilbert and Charles LaBine, cousins
of Frank LaBine of Grand Forks.
On some other occasions I have
given in this column some facts
concerning the discovery of pitchblende in that far northern country by the LaBines and the work
that was done to make its precious radium content available to
the world. The Thomas article
tells the story in considerable deIT WAS ONE THING TO MINE
tail, and a fascinating story it is. pitchblende and another to extract
the radium from it. The known
THOSE WHO HAVE READ processes were secret, and no inthe thrilling story of the life of formation could be obtained from
Madame Curie by her daughter Belgium or Bohemia. But the
will recall that the ore with which brothers made contact with a
her early experiments were made Frenchman named Marcel Pochon
was obtained from Bqhemia, then who wu then working in the tin
the only known source of the m.a- mines of Cornwall, England, who
terial in worth-while quantity. La- bad worked with Madame Curie
ter larger and richer deposits were and understood the several reducfound in the Belgian Congo, and tion proceHe.s. His services we "
for a time the manufacture of Ra- enlisted, and a little reductio•
dium was practically a Belgian plant was installed at the town
monopoly, with the price maintain- Port Hope, Ontario, near the east,
ed at $70,000 a gram, which made ern end of Lake Ontario. The first'
its use almost prohibitive, Today plant was set up in an old building
the price is less than half that which had been used as e. seedfigure, and the reduction is due cleaning mill, More recently a modto the work of the LaBines.
ern plant has been built.

I

* * *

* * *

*

*

* SO MR.
GILBERT LABINE,
Thomas tells us, has been engaged
in mining since the early part of
the century when he made a rich
strike at Cobalt, famous for its
silver. In 1926 he organized a gold
mining company based on a property which he had prospected in
northern Manitoba, a venture
which did not succeed. Being convinced from his own research and
the opinion of eminent geologists
of the probability of pitchblende
in the far northwest, he organized,
with the assistance of several helpers, a systematic survey of the

* * *

THAT IS A SKELETONIZED
version of the story told by Lowell
Thomas. Since the original discovery the rallroad has been extended
some distance north from Edmonton, and in the summer steam
transport on some of the northern
rivers is used. But much of the
ore is shipped out by air. Thomas
explains that the ore is shipped out
for reduction rather than beinr'
treated on the spon by saying th
four tons of chemicals are requir
to treat one ton of ore. It is chea
er to ship one ton of ore out tha
four tons of chemicals in.

I

I

I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT "ho.uses'' are o·ld raiiway- cabooses
many older North Dakotans who which had passed their period of
had not followed the preliminary usefulness as rolling stock and
announcements were
pleasantly were donated to be equipped as
surprised on Sunday night, as I
·
dormitories for young men stu~
was, to hear over the air the dents. The project is operated '
without financial aid from either
voice of Vilhjalmur Stefansson, federal or state governments, the
scientist, explor- entire cost of operation being deer, and former frayed by dues from the 30 or 40
student at the occupants who, in turn, earn their
Univ e r s it y of way by performing necessary work
N O r th Dakota. in the college departments or in
Speaking on the down-town business places. The
Circle
program, "camp" is entirely self-governed,
Stefansson s a i d as it has not even a resident facthat this was his ulty supervisor. The scholastic recfirst visit to Hal- ord of the students compares favl y w O O d, an d, orably with that of any other
while he was en- group in attendance at the University, and several of the fori:ner
joying the exper- "campers" have won high distincDavles
ience, in some reh tion in current study, in graduate
spects he f e I t safer when e · work, and in business and the
was in the Arctic region. Groucho professions.
Marx, as was to be expected, had
difficulty with the name "Vilhjal*
mur, and, after making several fuWHILE IT IS QUITE TRUE
tile attempts at it, compromised that North Dakota and South Daon "Bill." Chico Marx, in his cha- kota were once parts of the same
racter as Ravelli, the janitor, ad- great Dakota territory, and · the
dressed the famous explorer al- names of the states are often conternately as "Mr. Stuff" and "Mr. fused, the writer of such an artStepson".
icle as that in the Post should be
*
sufficiently informed and suffiTHE PROGRAM WAS QUITE ciently careful to recognize that the
distinctively a Stefansson program. two states are separate and distinct,
The explorer was asked many differing decidedly in climate, toquestions . concerning life in the pography and industry, each makArctic; and his replies were full ing its separate and valuable conof information to those who have tribution to the experience of the
not read his books, and interesting American people. Camp Depresto those who have. He spoke read- sion, at the University of North
ily, as always, and, as usual, his Dakota, represents an important
remarks were tinged with bits of and significant movement in the
humor. Madeline Carroll told in direction of independence and selfexcellent manner an ancient Ice- reliance on the part of scores of
Iandic legend which she said she young men of this state whose
had heard from a very old Ice- families have passed through trylandic lady of North Dakota, and ing experiences with chins up and
Stefansson commented that the ·e yes forward.
story was especialy interesting to
*
him because of his Icelandic orTHE SWALLOWS WHO FOR
· igin and the fact that he bad lived several summers have made their
in North Dakota. The purpose of home in a friend's garage return- 1
Stefansson's visit to Hollywood ed from the south sometime Sunwas not revealed, but it is a safe day night. They were about a week 1
guess that it has something to do late this year, as almost invariabwith pictures. There is a wealth of ly they have arrived a few days
excellent film material both in the before Decoration day. Early in
history of Iceland and in that of May one swallow appeared and reexploration in the Arctic, and on mained two or three days, apparboth of these subjects Stefansson ently looking the ground over and
can speak with the voice of auth- then _ disappeared. Nothing more
ority.
was seen of the annual visitors
until Monday morning when the
IN AN ARTICLE IN THE SAT- family was aroused by an excited
urday Evening Post Dr. Stanley chirping and twittering. A whole
High commits one of the inaccura- flock of swallows had arrived and .
cies to which he is addicted in were waiting to take possewon.
writing of Camp Depression as a During the summer provision has
co-operative students' housing pro- always been made for the entrance
ject at the University of· South and exit of the birds, but when
Dakota. Camp Depression is an they arrived this time everything
adjunct of the University of North was closed tight. When the gaDakota which, if not the first, was rage door was opened by the tall
among the earliest of the projects man of the family he had to duck
instituted to provide housing at to avoid having his own feathers
ow cost to students of small rumpled by the birds in their eageans. It is unique in that its erness to enter and get to work.

* *

1

*

*

* *

* * *

FOR REASONS WHICH
shall not attempt to enumerate,
but which persons of my age will
readily appreciate: I have long
since abandoned
the practice of
rising with the
sun in midsummer. But the
' practice has cert a i n adv an tag es
which those who
follow it sometimes fail to appreciate. In . my
boyhood on a little eastern farm
those early summer mor n i 11 g s
w e r e anything
but attractive. I
have 110 ·doubt
Davies
that the birds sang sweetly and
·I the sky was colored with the beautiful tints of dawn. But the farm
I boy was chiefly interested in the
I aching joints and muscles and the
fact that it was necessary to roll
out and help with the morning
chores or go out into the field and
bind a few acres of bundles of
grain before breakfast. Under
those circumstances the beauties of
nature made but faint impression.

II

* * *

.A:GAIN, ON A RED RIVER
, valley farm, there was the pressure
of early morning work to be performed in order that teams might
be got into the field for a full day's
work. But even under that pressure there were moments when one
I paused to drink in the .freshness
of the cool morning air, to admire
the sparkle of the dew on the grass,
or to listen to the song of some
bird which gave voice to the joy
! of living.

I
1

* *

MUCH OF*THAT BELONGS TO
the past. Yet there are still morning hours when one becomes con-\ scious of the harmony of color and
1
• the melody of song.
An open window near the bedside per.mits nature itself to enter, and a wakeful
hour just as dawn begins to dissipate darkness may be filled with
pleasurable sights and sounds. A
faint gray light begins to make
itself manifest, then a rosy glow
· is spread over the eastern sky. The
deep silence is broken by the sleepy
twitter of the sparrow. A wren,
silent for hours, tunes his pipes
experimentally and then
bursts
dnto song which will be continued
at brief intervals through the day .
.; Somewhere an oriole sounds a few
'I notes of melody. A catbird essays
l a discordant "mew," then gleefully
strikes up its own distinctive song
or emulates the mockingbird in a
1
. medley of imitations. 'I'he harsh
Inote of a grackle gives notice that
the bird of glossy plumage is about
j to begin his stately progress across

the lawn in search of early worms,,
or has nefarious designs on the l
eggs in some other bird's nest. A
bluejay calls stridently from a
nearby tree.
The light grows
stronger. Forms that have been
shrouded in shadow become distinct. The tentative sounds of early
dawn merge into the full chorus
of day. The clock strikes 4; it is
time to turn over and go to sleep
again.

* *

* I PLANTNINE YEARS AGO
ed in the back yard a small thornapple tree. I expected it to be of
slow growth, but I hoped that I
might live to see it covered with
white blossoms in spring and with
those little red "apples" late in the!
season. A tree so covered is always pleasing to the eye, and when
the fruits ripen they are attractive
to birds. Last spring, for the first
time, the tree bore two or three
clusters of blossoms, but no fruit
developed, a fact which I attributed to neglect of spraying.
1

* *

*
THIS SPRING
I SPRAYED
the tree vigorously twice with all
the insecticides that seemed to be
appropriate. About two dozen cl 1 1sters of blossoms appeared, ano ~
watched them hopefully and patiently, doing no more spraying, for
fear of injuring them. Monday \
morning all the blossoms wer ~
perfect, some with petals fully
1
opened and others just beginning
to open. M9nday evening not a
blossom was left, and examination
of the bare stems sh.owed that all
the flowering parts had been eaten
off, as there were irregular marks
where the chewing had been done. I
I attributed this destruction to
blister beetles, although I
saw
none on the tree and there are
other kinds of bugs around the I
premises. Next time, I think, I
shall build a tent of cheesecloth
or wire screen within which to enclose the whole tree. Then we shall
see what will happen.

* * *

LAST YEAR WE HAD CONsiderable trouble with rose beetles,
and in order to protect some promising blooms we covered them
loosely with light netting. Those
covers kept the beetles away, while
they lasted, but the birds apparently got the idea that the netting
was intended for building material
for them and they undertook to
use it for that purpose.
Unless
the material was tied on securely
it would be taken off and sometimes carried away bodily, and if
well tied <;m it .was often found \
torn, the birds
having
ripped
threads loose. This year I have
thus far found only two rose
beetles in place of several dozen
last year, so perhaps this partic ular pest is subsiding.
J

MOST H O U S E WI V E S ARE in the name of art which annoy\
familiar with eider down as a ma- and irritate me. In the department
terial used as filling for pillows, which I have in mind the magazines are the worst offenders, in
quilts, and sometimes winter coats. both their literary and advertising
' The down is light, fluffy a..."1d elas- departments.
tic, ideal for the
* * *
purposes ·for FIRST ON THIS LIST COMES
which it is used the practice followed by several
because
of its of the standard magazines of
lightness and its sticking titles of articles and
capacity of re- names of authors in all arts of insisting the es- appropriate places on the page
cape of heat. It mixed up with the text. I take it
is part of the that the primary purpose of a
covering of the title is to inform the reader, readeider du ck, a ily and legibly, what the article is
northern water- about and who wrote it. The ob- !
fowl once abund- vious place for a title is at the top 1
ant, but for some of the article, and that is where I
time threatened it has been placed until this wave /
With extinction.
of alleged art struck the magazine
Following th e designers. Now one finds the title
Davies
entrance of white and credit line stuck in the middle
men into the North American con- of the page, at the bottom, or off
tinent eider down became a valu- in one corner, with both often in
able article of commerce, and in undecipherable script.
its collection great numbers of
the birds were killed. The rapid
ANOTHER PEEVE OF MINE
decrease in the number of these is in many of the styles of type
birds aroused the Canadian con- that are used in several of the
servationists to action. ·Numerous prominent magazine titles and in
islands along the north shore of their advertising. Words are printthe St. Lawrence river and gulf ed in order to be read. A style of
were set apart as refuges for eider type may be pleasing in form and
ducks, and the slaughter of the still legible. If it is not readily legbirds there was prohibited under ible one of the essential purposes
heavy penalties. At the same time of type is missed. And there are
inhabitants near by have been types now in use which I defy anygiven permits, not to kill the birds, one to read without subjecting
but to collect down from their each letter to careful analysis to
nests. The eider duck lines its determine what it is. Light and
nest with down plucked from its heavy shadings are so used as to
own breast, and if care is taken be confusing to the eye, and printquantities of this down can be ed words, instead of being intellitaken from the nests without in- gible, become a confused jumble.
terfering with the hatching of eggs
* * *
or the rearing of young. RegulaEARLY FORMS OF TYPE
tions governing the collection of were developed from .t he script
. down are very strict, and the lo- in common use at that time by
; cal people are said to be co-operat- scrivners and clerks. Probably they
l ing heartily in the conservation were not very easy to read. But
measures, as they realize that their as the art progressed type-forms
j livelihood depends in considerable were devised which were mor·e
measure on protecting the birds clear and legible, and little by litand increasing their· number as tie artistic touches were given
much as possible.
which improved the appearance of
*
the work without impairing its legA FEW · DAYS AGO I MEN- ibility. Perhaps the limit of that
tioned certain features of painting kind of improvement,,¢, has been
and writing which masquerade un- reached. At any rate, many of the
der the name of art, but which do type designers seem to have adoptnot appeal to me as belonging in ed the notion that the more fanthat category. I didn't quite free tastio they can make .type the more i
my mind or exhaust the subject, as clever they are, an idea with which
+here are several other things done I do not agree .

I

* * *

* *

r·
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IN NEW ENGLAND SOME OF
the railroads seek permission to
discontinue service on some of
their branch lines on the ground
that the business done does not
roads cannot in
reason be asked
to continue service at a loss, yet
the peo:J?le tributary to their
lines need some
service
which
there seems to be
no other way for
pay for maintenance and operati on. Railroads
a 11 o v e r t h e
country have
problems similar
to those in New
Eng I an d. The
Davies
them to obtain. The thing that interested me in the news dispatch
on this subject was not the problem of the railroads, which is one
that has attracted considerable attention, but the use in the article
of the term "huckleberry ra;lroads"
to describe branch lines that have
been built into remote and sparsely
inhabited territory for the accommodation of occasional traffic. I
was not aware that such a term
was anywhere in use, but I can
appreciate its application.

*

* *

I NEVER KNEW OF A RAILroad being built solely for the accommodation of huckleberry-pickers, but I know of one on which
the huckleberry trade formed a
large part of the summer business.
The line is one running north from
Stratford, Ontario. Some miles
north of Stratford was a great
huckleberry marsh which was visited each summer by thousands
of pickers for whose convenience
trains were stopped at selected
spots right in the heart of the
huckleberry growth. I never did
any picking there myself, but I
have heard it said that an evening
train would stop anywhere in the
marsh on signal from a berry-picker with a full basket on his way
home. I suppose that line would
be called a "Huckleberry railroad,"
and no doubt there are many in
New England which have performed like casual service in territory
where berries are thick.

convicted of solicitin~ and receiv-1
ing .large sums of money from
gants in his court and of rendering decisions to persons who made
such
contributions. The
facts
brought in the trial are of a shocking character and the case has at-1
tracted wide attention. This is th
first time in the history of the nation that a justice of a federal appellate court has been found guilt
of such an offense. In addition t
creating insistent demand for
searching examination to deter
mine to what extent if any, sue .
practices have prevailed in othe
courts, the determination of th
Manton case seems likely to resul
in the reopening of some 3,00
cases in which Judge Manton participated, and the lawyers are trying to figure out just what Iy:,.e of
procedure can be followed in a l
situation which has no parallel in j
American history.
.

liti-1

* * *

IN MUCH OF THE COMMENT
on the Manton case the term "sale
of justice'' is used to describe the
wrongful methods of which the
judge stands convicted. The meaning of the term is clear, though its
accuracy may be questioned. What
the judge was selling was injustice, not justice. Nevertheless, the
term has the authority of ancient
usage, for more than 700 years ago,
in the great document known as
Magna Carta, King John thus
pledged himself·
"We will sell to no man, we will
not deny to any man, either justice
or right."

* * *

MAHATMA GANDHI IS A TOtal abstainer from alcoholic beverages. At least, he supposed himself to be until recently. One of his
principal foods is goat's milk, but
but he has also used quite freely a I
beverage called "nira," made from ,
the juice of the coconut. It has
recently been reported that nira
contains about 6 per cent of alcohol, which would give it the potency of strong beer. This report
bas disturbed Gandhi greatly, and
he is instituting an investigation
to ascertain whether or not the rumor is true. But why investigate
in such a case? If during all these
years Gandhi has been drinking
beer without knowing it, no investigation can change the fact, and
*
if he 1ikes nira, and it agrees with
JUDGE MANTON, OF NEW him, why disturb a satisfactory
York, senior justice of the federal situation by a. fruitless investigacircuit court of appeals, has been tion?

I

* *·

AMID ALL THE DEMON· S 0, WHEN KiNGS AND
11trations of welcome attending queens, princes and Princesses
the visits of royalty to the Unit- visit our country, I ~ gl,id of
ed States one hears occasionally it. Those visits, it seems to me,
an expression ot
cannot fail to facilitate the
lofty disdain at
strengthening of friendships and
the whole perforto make easier the soluti()n of the
roance.
"Kings
problems which are continually
and princes are
ar1smg in human intercourse.
just like other
And it ls peculiarly fortuz,ate that
people," runs a
in these recent royal visits, the
familiar remark,
guests have not only been receiv"so what sense
ed with the honors that a,e due
is there in ,nakthem as representatives of good
ing such a ferns
friends and good neighbors, but
over the m ?"
they have won both respect and
And in what is
affection of the fine spirit in
supposed to be
which they have entered into the
an expression of
navies
arrangements made for tha·, weltrue democratic spirit, the speak- ccme.
er perches himself or herself upon some solitary peak r.f su- ONE OF THE SAD SPEC·
periority and looks down with a tacles among many wh;_ch have
mixture of amusement and cun- been presented to the world in
tempt upon the foolish antics of recent times is that of the more
the common herd.
than 700 Jewish refugees '!hipped
acros~ the ocean iJ1 the· hope of
fmdmg homes m Cuba, de'lied enTHIS IS ONE WAY OF LOOK- trance there moved about from
ing at it. Without doubt the one port to ~other and into the
theory ·of the divine right of open sea, seeking in vain for an
kings has been rather complete- open gate through which the)
11y_ thr.own into the discard, and might pass. Those people are huwith it has gone much of the man beings, guiltless of any ofdivinity that once w~s supp?sed fense against order and morals,
to hedge about a kmg. Kmgs charged only with the crime of
are human, much like the rest being children of their fathers,
of us, and it roust be CGnceded and on that account banished
that much of the bother that at- from ftie only homes they have
tends a royal prog~ess partakes ever known, expelled from their
of the spirit which prompts own country and denied admismoba to gather to catch a glimpse sion to any other.
of any celebrity, no matter In
what manner he has become con- THE PLIGHT OF THOSE REspicuous. But it seems to me fugees and nf thousands of others
that there ls something more to of th~ir kind is especially disit than that.
tressing to those of humane in-''
*
stlncta because those who symA FLAG IS A PIECE OF pathlze with them In their dis- ,1
cloth, differing not greatlv from tress are often unable to affo_rd
other cloth. And as a piece of them relief. Each nation has ~ts
cloth there ls nothing sacred own problems, its own people tor
about it. But when its colors are whom employment must be found,
a.nanged in certain forms the Its own hungry mouths t? feed,
1
tlags become• a iymbol, and we and In many cases to rece,ve the
bare our heads respectfully when destitute from abroad would merethe Stars and Stripes go by: A ly tend t~ aggrav~te rob~e;;.s ~~ I
national anthem is made up of home which are rea y 1 1cu
8 0 u n d 8 identical with other enough.. Adju.stment_ of a native
populat10n to its environment presound s w hich we h ear ever da .
~
but
But when those
.
.
bilned in certain waya and we re- usually those diff1cult1es c~ be
,_
the s t rams
.
cognme
of "The overcome by means of patience,
.
,
s+u llp&ngled Banner," there ls forbe~rance . and generos1.t~, bu.
a thrllil of emotion which could the mflux mto communities of
not be oauied by mere melodious strangers In large numbers whose
means are scant and who have
aounda.
no prospect of employment, ls
*
disturbing and demoralizing. The
lN THIS C O UN TRY WE plight of those unfortunate rehave dispensed with the office of fugees is but another Instance
k-lng, but other peoples, for rea- of man's inhumanity to man.
aons 11atisfactory to themselves,
*
*
,
have retained it. And, whether AS I UNDERSTAND THE I
significant or not, it ls at least supreme court decision in the
interesting that several of the case denying to Mayor Hague of
nations which have retained that New Jersey the right to say who
office are outstanding in their shall speak in his city and what
devotion to and their practical they shall talk about, it amounts
application of the principles of to this: When there Is a prospect
democracy. With them the king that an unpopular speaker will
symbolizes the nation, its his- be attacked with rotten eggs or
tory, traditions and institutions, bricksbats, the way to preserve
a.11d In the ceremonials in which the peace is not to drive the pros- '
he ls the principal figure there is pective speakers out of tow,.. but
woven the warp and woof of ex· to see to It that hoodlumu are
perlences which reach back f or prevented from attacking them. ;
nan.y g enera tions. Those things A speaker who says only what
,re not to be lightly regarded or everyone likes to hear needs no
thoroughlessly cast aside.
protection.

* * *

* * *

* * *

* *

*

*

*

IF MILADY DIDN'T BUY HEfl. of even that generally understood
next winter's fur coat this last trade· term and offer muskrat fur
for sale simply as muskrat.
spring, before such stock .went into
*
storage, the chances are that she
NUMEROUS STORIES A R E
will not buy until
told of little incidents occurring(
fall. · The · midduring the progress of the severa]
summer months
royal parties across the continentJ
are usually dull
to illustrate the very human qualimonths in the reties of those personages. · 'rhus,
tail 'fur trade.
at Will,i ston, _the Norwegian crown !
And if · milady is
prince and crown princess stood on
wise, when she
the · rear platform of tbeir train 1
does buy that
while S. M. Hydle, chairman of the
new coat, she
local Sons of Norway committee
will buy it from
stood before them and delivered
a dealer who has
his · address of welcome. After the
an
established
prince had responded - Mrs. John
I place of business
Larvick came forward from the
to which she has
crowd to present a bouquet to
ready access , and
Princess Martha. As Mr. Hydle
who is· in good
assisted her to the platform he
standing in reDavies
accidentally
dropped
his
hat.
spect to experience and integrity. Prince Olav didn't call an equerry
Unless she is a very unusual per- or a lord-in-waiting. He just
son her own judgment as to kind stooped, picked up the hat and re- ,
and quality of fur is worth ex- turned it with a smile.
actly nothing at all.
* * *
*· ~ *
YEARS AGO I ENJOYED A '
AT ,A BETTER BUSINESS story told to illustrate the human
conference in Buffalo last week an qualities · of King George V of
executive of one of the country's Great Britain and Queen Mary. I
large retail stores told of the im- may have told it before, but as ,
provement that had been made in we are discussing royalty I may \
recent years in the relations be- ; as well give it another whirl. The
tween retailer and customer. Sharp king and queen were visiting some
practices once considered at least small English town where the ki:i;ig
permissible have been outlawed was to dedicate a monument, or
among reputable business men, lay a cornerstone or perform some
and the doctrine that the buyer similar function. It has rained
must beware is no longer accepted during the night and little puddles
as sound.
of water remained here and there
*
on the pavement. As the royal
HOWEVER, DECEPTIONS ARE couple walked side by side to the
still possible, he said, and are still place for the ceremony the king
I practiced in some quarters. He stepped into a little pool and
mentioned specifically the fur I splashed his trousers with muddy
trade as one in which the aver- water. "Damn!" he exclaimed in
age buyer must rely wholly on an undertone which only the queen
the knowledge and good faith of could hear. "Now, now, George,"
the dealer, for furs can be so dis- said her majesty, "Wait till we
guised by skillful treatment that get home."
none but the expert can tell the
*
genuine from the imitation. He
IN MANY CITIES THERE ARE
' advocated the discontinuance and trees which have been planted in
the substitution of others indicat- commemoration of some person or
ing the true nature of the fur. To event.
Many such trees, when
illustrate he said that rabbit fur, _saplings, were surrounded with
processed in different ways, is of- iron guards to which were affixed
ten sold under such names as suitable inscriptions.
Loud proFrench leopard, Baltic lion, Rus- tests have been made in New
sian ~lynx, Belgian beaver, Cony York because the park authorities
nutria, American seal, Hudson Bay have begun to remove tho~
seal, Baffin seal, Arctic seal, Aus- guards, the trees having outgrown
tralian seal, French seal and them. If the guards remain they
Northern seal.
will interfere with the growth of t
* *
the trees and cause many of them
THE NAME "HUDSON SEAL" to die. The park people suggest
has become standardized as a trade I that when a tree is planted as a }
name for dyed muskrat, an ex- memorial a better way to mark
cell~nt fur, capable of standing on it is by setting a small block of r
1
its . own merits, but the Buffalo granite in the earth beside it, with
speaker said that his own firm Ia bronze plate containing the ap- )
had decided to discontinue the use propriate inscription.
J

* *

I

* *

J

*

*

*

AMONG THE PLEASANT
echoes from the visit of the Norwegian royal party to Grand Forks
last week,• word has come of the
interest which the crown princess
Martha felt in
her visit to the
Home for the
Aged just before
leaving the city.
Although it was
possible to devote only half an
hour to the visit,
the princess
found her brief
stay at the home
most ple a s i n g.
Met at the ent r a n c e by the
Norrona chorus,
which acted as a
Davies
guard of honpr,
the princess was escorted to the
living room by · Mrs. Sophia Berg,
matron, and Rev. 0. T. Ness. There
Mr. Ness delivered an address of
welcome and the chorus sang three
songs, one addressed to Mrs. Falkanger, the oldest member at the
home, who was there in a wheel
chair. The princess visited the sick
of the institution and shook hands
and chatted with 300 persons. As
mementos of her visit the princess
gave to the home a framed portrait of herself, a photograph to
Mr. Ness and a brooch to Mrs.
Ness.

*

*

*

*

*

WITH AN ABIDING HATRED
of war or anything resembling it,
in public or in private, nevertheless I take issue with the statement
often made that {ighting is unnatural. It isn't. It is one of the
most natural things in the world.
The spirit of conflict does not need
to be taught; it is inborn. Throughout the whole realm of animate
nature species wars on species.
The fox devours the rabbit; the
rabbit lives by killing and consuming living plants; weeds smother
garden vegetables; the strong
tree crowds its weaker neighbor,
deprives it of sunlight and kills
it.

* IS NOT
BUT NATURAL LIFE
alone a. warfare of species against
species. Members of the same species fight with each other. The
playful antics of many infant animals are imitations of battle. Kittens, lambs, calves, colts, even
newly-hatched chickens, engage in
games which have all the similitude of actual conflict. Nature has
implanted in them the fighting instinct. Those little animals have
not been corrupted by malignant
propaganda inspired by international bankers, munitions makers
or others who hope to make money
out of wars and war scares. And
when the human infant becomes
angry it is as natural for him to
strike as it is for the colt to kick
or the kitten to scratch. They were
all born that way.

IN SOME FIELDS MAN HAS
succeeded in thwarting nature by
eliminating in some measure the
spirit of conflict from his surroundings. He clears his field of
weeds that his crops may grow in
peace and quietness. He guards
his domestic cattle so that they
have no need for protection of horns
and hoofs. For his own purposes
he has created a new balance as
a substitute for that provided by
nature,
·

* * *

IN HIS RELATIONS WITH HIS
fellows man has made a partial
substitution of peace for the warfare which is the order of nature. Human beings by the thousand and the million live together
in the same communities, and only
occasionally is a blow struck in
anger. In those cases, and to that
extent, the natural order of conflict has been superseded by the
higher order of peace. If and when
war is banished from the world, it
will be by no return to nature, but
by the universal control of certain
natural tendencies which are as
natural as breathing.

*

* *
AFTER OBSERVING
THID REceptions given to royalty here and
reading about those given royalty
elsewhere, I am convinced that
royalty in public is in a tough spot.
Wherever royal personages have
traveled on this continent comment has been made on their cordiality, affability and lack of formality in greeting individuals. In
other words they have acted like
human beings. But it wouldn't do
for a royal person to appear too
human in public, In a London district inhabited chiefly by wageworkers, a new candidate for parliament appeared at a campaign
meeting dressed in a rough and
shabby suit. He was ignominiously defeated. The voters knew that
it was customary for candidates at
such meetings to appear in top
hats and cutaway coats, and they
felt themselves insulted because
this candidate had presumed to
appear before them not properly
dressed.

* *

*

WE EXPECT' OF ROYALTY A
certain dignity, and, while we are
pleased with evidences of unbending, up to a . certain point, if that
point should be passed there would
be an unfavorable reaction. Un~
doubtedly in the recent royal prog,
resses there have been innumer·
able occasions when the chief peusonages would have enjoyed an opportunity to "let go" and be just
as informal as the man on the
street. But there is always the
danger that in doing so the dignitary might be accused of clowning, or acting down to his audience, and of showing lack of proper res.p ect for those whom he
meets. I never tried to walk on
eggs, but I imagine being a king
or prince must be something like'.
that.
,

I

WHEN ONE THINKS OF THE ''BEE IT KNOWNE VNTO ALL
begmnings of English sovereignty MEN BY THESE PRESENTS
· N th A
·
1
t ·
· bIVNE. 17. 1579.
m
or
mer1ca, a mos mvar1a BY THE GRACE OF GOD
ly he has in mind only the Eng- IN THE NAME OF HERR t~~
lish settlements along the Atlan- ESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH OF
tic coast. There ENGLAND AND
HERR SVCwere the expedi- CESSORS FOREVER I TAKE
tions sent out by POSSESSION OF THIS KINGSir Walter Ra- DOME
WHOSE
KING
AND
leigh and the PEOPLE
FREELY
RESIGNE
christ e n i n g by THEIR RIGHT AND TITLE IN
him of Virginia THE W H O LE LAND VNTO
in
h on or
of HERR MAIESTIES KEEPING.
Queen Elizabeth; NOW NAMED BY ME AN TO
the adventures <L BEE KNOWNE VNTO ALL MEN
Captain John AS NOVA ALBION.
Smith, the story
C FRANCIS DRAKE."
of Poca h o n t a s
* * *
and the JamesDOUBT HAS BEEN CAST ON
town settlement; some ancient manuscripts and inand the arrival scriptions because of irregularity
of the Mayflower of spelling. There is nothing
at Plymouth rock. strange about the fact that the
years before any of spelling of many words
has
those events claim was made to a changed since the days of Elizavast and indeterminate area on beth, but some critics have held
the Pacific coast in the · name of that if the same word appears in
Queen Elizabeth by that redoubt- one document spelled several difable adventurer Sir Francis Drake, ferent ways, the fact is evidence of
the first English commander to forgery. But examination of many
circumnavigate the globe. Drake ancient manuscripts does not bear
made no settlement on the Paci- out this theory, for in many cases,
fie coast, but after passing thr"ough where the documents ~re undoubtthe straits of Magellan and bar-, edly authentic this irregularity is
,j rying Spanish shipping along the ~ften found. Spelling in those earSouth American coast, he con- her days seems to have been
tinued on north almost to the pres- largely a matter of personal conent Canadian border, laying .c laim veniehce and whim. The writer
in the name of his queen to all spelled a word as he thought it
that coastal area. While refitting so~nded and if he chose a differhis ship in a bay near San Fran- ent form a little later on, that
cisco he made friends with an In- was his business.
dian chieftain who, according to
the ancient chronicle, requested
KING GEORGE AND QUEEN
Drake to take over the country for Elizabeth enjoyed a good view of
his queen. That happ(ltled in 1579. Niagara Falls on the evening that
they spent there. And in addition
*
*
to enjoying the grand spectacle the
INTEREST
ATTACHES
TO king had the pleasure of pointing
that bit of history just now be- out to his wife changes that had
cause of the verdict of genuine- been made since his view of the
ness pronounced by scholars on a falls, for he had been there before.
brass plate found three years ago Twenty-eight years and one day
on an arm of San Francisco bay before the present visit young
on which is an inscription with Prince George, then a midshipDrake's name attached proclaim- man in the royal navy, visited the
ing Elizabeth's sovereignty over falls, traveling incog. as "Mr.
the land. When found the inscrip- Johnson." The water still pours
tion was almost illegible because of over the falls, but the Honeymoon
long exposure to the elements, but bridge is gone, only a part of Table
·it has been restored and studied Rock is left, a grand new hotel
~by experts both as to the language takes the place of the one that
used and the material of which burned years ago, and there are
the plate is composed. The deci- many other changes less noticesion is that the plate was placed able. All of which would make it
~there by Drake whHe his ship w~s interesting to an old-timer .c oming
being refitted. The inscription, back to revisit the scenes of his
youth.
[with its peculiar spelling, reads:

* * *

*

I

HAVE RECEIVED NEW
on what may have happened
to my thornappJe blossoms in a let1ter received from William G.
I Milne of Sheyenne, N, D., who
writes: "In your
column the other
day you spoke of
the thorn a pp I e
bloom disappearing. There is a
bird about the
color of the Kansas kingbird with
a body like a
robin. They come
north among the
last to migrate,
just in time to
catch my apple,
crab a p p 1 e and
thornapp!e bloom.
Davies
A few will light
in a tree and gobble up the
lbloom like a hungry cow in an
alfalfa field. Next fall they will
come and clean up any thornapples that they have missed in the
spring. We have 150 acres of timber land with patches of thornappltl in it. I have watched these
l;lirds many times. Just two or
three trees with a few blooms
would last two birds not more than
five or 10 minutes before they
have It thoroughly cleaned."
I HAVEN'T NOTICED IN MY
neighborhood any birds such as
are described l;ly Mr. Milne, but
they may be around, just the same.
. Thanks for the information,

rlight

l

*

* *

IT IS A MATTER OF COMmon knowledge that we have soap
j that floats, but the idea of floating
bricks is something new to me.
They are making them in Denmark, not for ordinary l;luilding
purposes, but chiefly for insulation.
Back of the manufacture of these
bricks is a Jot of geological history. Ages ago, in a little bay just
off the coast of what is now Denmark, billions of microscopic creatures called diatoms lived in the
water. The armor with which they
were clothed sank to the bottom,
together with clay carried down
by a river. In the process of adjustment of the surface which took
•place the bottom of the bay was
heaved up and became dry land.

that there may be two different arrangements of the same tune one
American and one British,
'

* * *

THOSE WHO LISTEN TO
Canadian programs, over CKY for
instance, know that every p~bli
gathering there closes with "God
Save the King," I have noticed
that in the beats betweel\ the third
and fourth lines of the anthem the
band or orchestra comes in with
four notes like "porn, porn, porn,
porn," which seems to carry the
theme on to the next line. So far
as I have noticed our American
musicians do not do that in playing
"America." But when a Washington band greeted King George '
wtih his own national anthem it
came in vigorously with the "porn,
porn, porn, pom'' after the third'
line. Are there two official or semiofficial arrangements of the same
tune, or does each orchestra leader
use his own judgment? I haven't
had a chance to submit the question to the higher authorities, but \
I have asked several of my friends
who know something about music,
and they don't know.

* * *

UNTIL RECENTLY THE UNITed States had no national anthem.
At public gatherings "America"
was usually sung, and in military '
circles "The Star Spangled Banner" was made official. But a few
years ago congress designated the
latter as the national anthem, and
so it stands. Objection has been
made to it on various grounds. Its
range is such that it is beyond the
reach of most voices, hence it is
not likely ever to become a "popular" song, and we shall continue in
our mass gatherings to sing "America" instead. The fact that "America" and "God Save the King"
are identical musically, with the
possible exception above noted,
leads to some confusion. But few
national airs are strictly native to
the countries where they are used.
Old airs of foreign origin have'
been appropriated l;lodily or rearranged. The music of "The Star
Spangled Banner" was familiar
long before the United States came
into being, and most other national
songs have a touch of the foreign.

* * *
*
*
*
ANOTHER OBJECTION THAT
THE LOW HILLS FORMED IN has been made to "The Star

this manner were found to con. '"in large deposits of mixed clay
1
- ' ''4 diatom shell from which light,
mo ' us bricks are now being made.
~n~ '_1 mined the tiny shells. a~e
a.8a1r"·of water, but when this 1s
,lUl u:\i. off in the process of burn\e oricks the result is a brick
:lt,e weight is only .8 that of
'' ,·, and which, because of its
101 sity, is excellent for insulating
.; ,·poses. These bricks are not
suitable for external use, as when
exposed they absorb water and
freezing will then cause them to
crumble, but a Danish concern has
built up a large trade in the manufacture of the brick for interior
work.

* *

*

DURING THE PkST FEW
weeks everyone who has a radio
has heard a great deal of patriotic
music, American and foreign, and
many have heard such music direct.
I have been interested in the playing of the tune which throughout
the British empire is called "God
Save the King," and in the United
States "America." I have noticed
a difference which suggests to me

Spangled Banner" is that it is be!ligerent and commemorates a
single event instead of being of a
general character. Again, both of
these things enter Into most offi- 1
cial national songs. Usually the
underlying sentiment of martial,
embodying the ideas of conflict
and triumph. In this respect our ,
national anthem does not differ 1
from most others•

1

* * *

THE WORDS OF OUR NAtional anthem are sometimes said
to be poor poetry. 'I shall venture
no literll,l'y analysis of the poem,
but wish merely to offer a remark
concerning a criticism of its opening words. Numerous writers have
observed that it Is poor practice
to begin a patriotic song with the
crude expression "Oh, say!" Prob-aoly a better form. could have been
chosen, but. at least it can be said
for the author that he did not intend the words as an exclamation
of the "Hello you!" type. Obviously
his intent was that of an earnest
request for information, as "Oh, i
tell me if you can see-"• which :
mak s it uite different.

I HAVE DISCOVERED A NEW
bug at work in the rose~. The entomologist experience
a thrill
when he finds an in ect until th n
unknown to cience, but in this
case my satis!action, !f any,
m the discovery
of a pest hitherto unknown to
me
~
entirely
subordinated
to
the question of
what to do about
it. If I knew how
to get rid of the
· c r i t t e r science
could have it,
and welcome.
This bug is
quite different
from the notorDavies
ious long- snouted rose beetle which has to be
hand-picked. n' i hard to find and
not asy to catch, for it will fly
on slight provocation. It is, I
should ay, less than a sixteenth
of an inch long, rather narrow, and
in color a dark gray, almost black,
with touches ot metallic luster on
1 its back. I have found it on the
/ nartly opened buds of roses, where
it seems to be engaged in eating
rather han piercing, though of
this I a.m not sure. It seems that
the treatment indicated is that
given by my Aunt Annie to her
roses, which was to sprinkle them
with hellebore. Anyway, I'll try
that for a starter and see what
happens.

* * *

THE OLD ALMANAC USED TO
predict bowers, fair weather and
other phenomena for the same day
wherever the almanac chanced to
be accepted as an oracle. Most of
us have outgrown belief in the
almanac, but there are many who
have unlimited faitli in predictions
based on sun spots, planetary
movements, or what not, that this
is to be a dry season or a wet season for the United States. This
sort of belief persists in spite of
the fact that the history of every
year refutes it. The weather of
the United States is as varied as
is the country's topography, and
it is notorious that while an entire season in one large area is
marked by excessive rain, another
equally large area will be parched
with drouth. Some of our worst
drouth years in the northwest
were years of floods in the south
or the Atlantic states.

DISparity exists, but the conditions
are reversed. While some of our
great dry areas have been blessed
with abundant rain the territory
around New York is sufferin
fr m one of the worst drouths in
.
Its . . 1story. Up to June 13 New
Yo k C-ty has received less than
an inch of rain since the end of
April. During all of May there was
only half an inch of rain. That
was the driest May since 1903, and
with the exception of that year the
drie~t since 1871 when the first of. .
ficial records were made there. In
the rural districts all crops have
been injured and some have been
ruined. Dairymen who have grown
their own feed are forced to buy.
Orchards have been damaged, and
the leaves of forest and ornamental trees, such as maples, are
turning brown, creating an appearance resembling fall. Wells which
have hitherto furnished water in
p.bundance are going dry. Tomor...
row, or next week, may start a
period of heavy rainfall in that
territory, but there has yet to be
discovered any way whereby general weather predictions can safely
be made for a continent: Weather
is largely a local phenomenon, and
it is likely to remain so.
·
*
BEFORE THE DEPARTURE
of King George and Queen Elizabeth from Canada a message was
sent to the queen inviting her acceptance of the gift of one of the
Thousand Islands in the St. Lawrence. Acceptance of the gift was
believed certain, and so far as the
donors are concerned, one of a
group of a thousand islands they
will surely not miss one, especially
as the island will remain where it
has always been.

1
1

l
1

* *

* *

*

IN SIZE THE GRACKLE IS
about midway between a robin and
a crow, and, though it is a voracious bird, desetroying the eggs
and sometimes the y;oung of other I
birds, it is often put to flight by
smaller birds on whose nests it
has designs. A dozen times this
spring I have seen grackles in full
flight before pursuing · robins or
even sp,a rrows. And I have noticed
that the defending birds do not
confine their operations to their
own immediate territory. They
seem to want to keep the fighting
as far away from the home as
possible.

'Vince

contrary,
there
lo almost everywhere a ldndly
feeling t o w ard
the German people, and generous recognltiOA
of their m
fine

or would look wlt!I approval OA
•ceaae1 committed by their received
preaent government. But In Ger- which amount will have hem
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Germany ilr reading much that many timea that paid under
la prohibited. That such & cam- PWA. .lad the taxpayer foota all
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a Ime oc&le iB evidence tb&t to be remembered.

ACCORDING TO AN -EMINENT
British authority, Her Majesty,
queen of Great Britain, and of the
British dominions beyond the seas,
comes of good old American stock,
and is a sixth
cousin of the late
George Washington. There are
genealogists,
so
called, who for a
couple of dollars,
will trace y o u r
ancestry back to
any king or queen
whom you may
select, and ap..
parently some of
them are kept
Davies
quite busy.
But
the genealogist in thts case 1s not
one of those small fry. He is Anthony Wagner, a Royal Herald,
bearer of the official title of Portcullis Pursivant at the College of
Arms of London. Just how he is
serving as director of the heraldic
display at the British pavilion at
the New York World's Fair. When
such an authority says a thing is
that pretty nearly settles it.
According to the record compiled
by the British herald the ancestry
of Queen Elizabeth and George
Washington can be traced to several common sources, one of them
Colonel Augustus Warner who came
from England to America in 1628
and died in 1674. His daughter,
Mary, was an ancestress of the
Lees of Virginia. One of his
granddaughters married Lawrence
Washington, General Washington's
grandfather. A great-granddaughter
married Robert Porteus, a landowner and official in the Virginia
government. In order that his
children might be educated as he
desired, Porteus returned to England. There follows the record of
the marriage of the descendants
of Porteus, one qf whom, several
generations removed, was married
to the thirteenth earl of Strathmore, grandfather of Queen Elizabeth. ·

* * *

IF ONE COULD GET AT THE
facts and should go back far
enough, probably he could find
himself related to nearly everybody else. To say nothing of such
distant common ancestors as Noah,
Methuselah and Adam, families in
every country have been widely
distributed, and in the course of a
few generations one comes to have
relatives in practically every corner
of the world.
In the little country church attended y my people in my boyhood th e was no rule requiring
marria
·, ~ ·n the congregation,

and many of our young people married outside the circle. But as the
church families were thrown into
close association through a good
many years, intermarriage was fre ..
quent. Once some of us boys undertook to trace the resultant relationships, and it was found that
every member of the congregation
was related to every other member by blood or marriage.

* * *

PROBABLY THE SCOTTISH
retainers of Queen Elizabeth's family will not be greatly impressed by
the queen's relationship· to Washington or anyone else. The old
Scottish family constitutes an aristocracy of itself, to which nothing
on this earth is superior. On the
day of the marriage of the Princess
Louise, daughter of Victoria, to the
marquis of Lorne, son of the duke
of Argyle, an old lady of the duke's
household exclaimed, ''Ah, but her
majesty will be a proud woman
this day!'' And why not?

* * *

MRS. MINNIE SMITH LIVES
in New York city and has rooms
for reht-quite a lot of them. She
has her own personal telephone,
and when lodgers also wanted telephones she had them installed. As
ten an ts often changed she had each
~ ·~one installed in her own name,
giving her own street address. The
,,. which has just been .
revised listed no less than thirteen
... ~~nie Smiths' 'at the same street
number, and the result was confusion worse confounded. Both Mrs.
Smith and her lodgers were kept
busy by day and by night explaining to callers that they had the
wrong line. In the new book different listings are made.

*

* *
A FINE AMERICAN
EDITION
of the London Times was issued
at the time of the visit of the
British king and queen to the
United States. It is a big paper,
well filled with interesting material, containing, doubtless, much
that will be new to most British
readers, and much that will prove
informative to Americans. Among
the articles are those pres en ting
outstanding features of American
history, descriptive of Amer.ican
progress in industry and the arts,
articles on architecture, agriculture
and commerce, ne on the negro in
the United States and another on
the In-dian, and a thoughtful article
by .Lord Lothian, who is soon to
be British ambassador to the United States, on the relations between
the two nations, past and present.
Several of the articles have been
written by Am~rican authorities
on the respective subjects, and the
issue is a fine cot?-tribution to international amity.

FROM DR. J'. G. ARNEBERG,
who is making one of his frequent
tours of Europe, comes a card from
Munich, bearing a picture of the
famous courthouse of that city. Dr.
Arneberg writes:
"I think perhaps this is the
most beautiful
courthouse in the
world. Mu n i ch
has so imany objects o:f interest,
art g a 11 e r i e s,
museums, etc.,
that it would take
in o n t h ·s to see
them all. Europe,
so far 1 has had a
very c o l d and
rainy spring lo w I an d s are
Davies
flooded, both in
France and in Germany. From
here I leave for Vienna and Budapest, then north."

* * *

WITH REFERENCE TO THE
birds described by a correspondent
a few days ago as having stripped
his thornapple and other trees of
blossoms, Robert M. Davidson of
Rugby writes that he has had similar experience. He thinks from
the description given that the birds
are either Bohemian waxwings or
' cedar waxwings. This may be true,
although I have seen no waxwings
in ·m y locality this year. My impression is that it is the .c edar
waxwing that is usually seen here.
It is a tufted head, and derives its
name from the curious wax-like
appendages which appear at the
tips of some of the wing feathers.
Back east the popular name for
this bi.rd was the "cherry bird,"
\ because of its fondness for cherries. Our old dog Spot had been
trained to guard the cherry trees
from marauding birds, and he did
his best by barking furiously
whenever he saw a bird in one of
the trees. However, the birds soon
learned that he was harmless, and
, the bluejays would talk back at
him, knowing that they were out
of reach.
1

* * *

THE AMERICAN PHARMAceutical society has sponsored the
opening as a free museum at Alexandra, ~ginia, of what is said
to be the second oldest drug store
in the United States. Known as the
Stabler - Leadbeater Apothecary
shop, it was started in 1792 by Edward Stabler on a borrowed capital o.f· 100 pounds, and it was conduct~d by members of the same
family for 141 years. George Wash-

-

v

•

ington traded there, as did the
Lords Fairfax, the Lees, Custises
and other prominent Virginia families. Daniel Webster, Henry Clay,
John Calhoun and other notables
of early days spent many hours
there in company with the proprietor, who was a Quaker, while waiting for a Potomac boat. Three items of the original equipment are
still on the shelves.

* *

*

AT THE OUTBREAK OF -THE
Civil war the shop was operated
by Edward Stabler Leadbeater, a
member of the original family.
When Alexandria was occupied by
federal troops it was ordered that
all persons engaged in business
there should take the oath of allegiance to the Union. Leadbeater's
sympathies were with the South,
but his religious principles prohibited his carrying arms, and he
continued his little drug business.
When he refused to take the oath
or to require his clerks to do SQ,
it appeared that his shop must be.
closed. But Lewis Mackenzie, a
Union sympathizer and justice of
the peace told the Union officer in
charge of occupation: "Damn it,
you shall not close that store. I'll r
not have anybody but Ned Leadbeater put up prescriptions for me. 1
The shop stayed open.

* * *

AMONG THE DOCUMENTS
preserved iP. the ·old drug store are
many orders from Mount Vernon. I
One from Martha Washington is
an order for a quart of the best ,1
castor oil. Bushrod Washington
had heard that a caustic alkali
spirit was recommended for the
bite .of. a snake, and he · wrote for
further information. In sending a
check in payment of a bill Bushrod 1
Washington apologized for not at- 1
tending to it earlier, and asked the
druggist to send his bills more frequently, "at least once a year."
Many of us who came upon the ,
scene long after those days can
remember when annual instead of
monthly settlements were the rule.

*

*

*

ELECTRIC TREATMENT FOR
certain maladies is not as new as
some of us have supposed. Sometime before 1840-the date is not
distinct-a lady customer wrote: "I
will thank you to inform me by
the next . post if your electrical machine is in order for immediate operation. I have been afflicted four
months with a paralytick stroke
and wish to try the effect of electricity ... My hope is in my blessed
God and Saviour that an electrical
shock will do me good."
1

ONE
OF THE
PLEASANT he agreed at once. So I am look. things about conducting such a ing forward to the pieasure of encolumn as this is i~ the reactions joying from my window the beauty of some rare flowers,· the gift
that come from unexpected places. of a man whom I have never seen,
A chance para- just because he has been reading
graph may find the Herald.
its way into the
*
hands of an acTHINGS LIKE THAT REMIND
quaintance in a me often of Longfellow's poem:
distant state or
on the other side THE ARROW AND THE SONG.
of the world, and I shot an arrow into the air,
1 o n g afterward It fell to earth I knew not where;
the m a. i 1 m a y For, so swiftly it flew, the sight
bring a note of Could not follow it in its flight.
comment or a
word of greeting I breathed a song into the air,
may be brought It fell to earth, I knew not where ;
from the distant For who has sight so keen and
point by a mustrong,
tual friend. Or That it can follow the flight of
Davies
some chance obsong?
servation may attract the attention
of a distant stranger, and it may Long, long afterward, in an oak
be that I have found a new friend. I found the arrow, still unbroke;
And the song, from beginning to
* IN THE
FROM AW A Y DOWN
end,
province of Quebec comes a note I found again in the heart of a
from Henry Magno, whose name
friend .
., I ~.o not recall, who writes that for
*
t several years he has been a paIN ITS APPROPRIATE DEi tient in a sanitarium there. To partmen t a few days ago the Her; pass away sometimes weary hours ald recorded the arrival of Mr.
i he started to collect stamps.
He and Mrs. Geo. R. Robbins, of Bell,
t has read the Herald, he says, for California, for a brief visit with
., several - years, . and he wonders if Grand Forks friends. When the
1
some other readers of the paper family moved to California nine
would like to add to his .·collection. years ago George had been for
I am sure there are many who will some years a member of the law
· be glad to .comply. The address is firm of McIntyre, Burtness & RobHenry Magno, Lake Edward Sani- bins. For several years now he has
tarium, Lake Edward, Quebec.
been municipal judge in his present home town.
THEN I WAS }kPARTICULARLY
* * *
!
pleased to read a letter received
WE HAD BEEN NEIGHBORS
by my next-door neighbor, Mrs. for many years, and the old neighConrad Hafsten from a friend in borly spirit still survives. In those
St. Paul who takes the Herald reg- earlier years we and two or three
ularly. The writer has a neigh- other families around our corner
bor to whom she passed copies of were addicted to picnicking, and
the paper, and although he has there were few fine Sunday afterno acquaintances here, he became noons in summer when we did not
interested in the paper and he has load up the cars and with wellbecome a regular reader of her filled baskets start for some seused copies. This man is a lover lected picnic ground. At the right
of flowers, and last year or earlier season an important part of the
he obtained direct from Belgium adventure was the p icking of wild
a few choice Holland . tulip bulbs. fruit, and we became well posted
He now has enough so that he can on most of the places within tradistribute a few among his friends, veling range where wild fruit was
but he has to be careful in making to be found where it might be
his selections. The St. Paul lady picked and ~here picking was for- \
asked if he could not spare just a bidden. On Sunday we gathered
few for her friend, Mrs. Haf sten. up as many · of the old crowd as
At first he wasn't quite sure about are still here and had a picnic at
that, ·but when he learned that the the Arvilla park. There wasn't any
· bulbs would be for the lady who wild fruit ripe, but the old picnic
lives next door to .the Herald man, spirit was there, just the same.

* *

* *

*

*

*

*

THE PURPLE GRACKLE,
which I have mentioned often, is
one of our handsome birds, and it
is said to be one of the most mischievous. When it has opportunity
it will devour the
e g g s of other
birds and sometimes d e s t r o y
their young. All
this I have on
h e a rs a Y, as I
have
never
caught the bird
in such depredations. However, I
accept the verdict of t h o s e
who know more
about the bird
than I do. But I
can say for the
Gr a ck 1 e
that
aside from its marauding habits,
it is an industrious bird and it
performs a lot of valuable work.

* WINDOW
* *
MY

FROM
NEXT
to the typewriter I have watched
a Grackle at odd moments during
the past half-hour as it moved
back and forth on the adjoining
rlawn. Evidently the bird has been
searching for worms or grubs in
the soil. By means of some sixth
sense, perhaps, it decides on the
right place to dig, then down
goes its strong beak into the soil
and the earth is thrown every
which way. Sometimes it has to
dig the entire depth of its bill, but
always it seems to find some
choice morsel. It has spent the entire half-hour on a space not more
than 20 feet square, and it has been
busy all the time. Whether it has
collected groups by the score or
the hundred I can't say, but it has
consumed a lot of them. Seldom
have I been able to see what it
was finding, but two or three
times r caught sight of what may
have been a cut worm but was too
short and thick for an angle
worm.

* *

SOMEWHERE IN *
THE NEIGHborhood there has been hatched a
brood of grackles, and today the
whole family was on my back lawn,
the two parents and three young.
In collecting food for their young
the old birds kept up an incessant
chatter, making that rather disagreeable creaky noise which is
so characteristic of them. They molested no other birds, but a pair
of kingbirds resented their presence, and when attacked the
grackles always turned tail and
flew. I was interested in the method of attack. A grackle would be
perched on a telephone wire. A
king bird would alight on the
same wire, perhaps two feet away.
Perched there, they seemed to be
quite neighborly, and never did the
king bird attack while the other
was perched on the wire. But the
instant the grackle flew the king
bird was after it. an9- the chase
ivas fast and furious. Perhaps the
king bird doesn't consider it sporting to attack a sitting bird. I have

known people out hunting who
had no such compunctions.

* *

* HAS JUST MENA FRIEND
tioned to me the commotion caused among the birds in her treesro bins and others-by what she
supposed were attacks made on r
them by a night hawk, which
would swoop down toward them
and send both old and young birds
into hysterics. I have always understood the night hawk to be
strictly insectiverous, and my guess
is that the birds in my friend's
trees had no rea1 cause for alarm.
Probably they misinterpreted the I
swooping of the night hawk, which
is one of its regular aerial evolu- I
tions. These birds may often be
seen soaring high above the city
in the evening. In flight they utter
a rather faint plaintive cry, but
when one dives, presumably for an
insect far below, it comes down
with a heavy "boom."

I

* *

*
ANENT ROSE
BEETLES, AN
other friend wrltes as follows:
"About eight years ago I was
given several nice rose bushes that
came from· the neighborhood of
Linton, N. D. They did will but
about three years ago when one
beautiful double pink rose bush
had over 250 lovely blossoms, I
found that that beetle had pierced
every one. We tried many sprays
to no avail. The same trouble prevailed. Last year one of our boys
moved about 12 of the bushes to a
spot not 20 feet away at it's closest
point and we gave away dozens of
small bushes that had grown up
around the three original bushes, !
But when the small resets in our [
garden bloomed beautifully this
year, there was not a bug to be
seen. Neither did they seem to go
with what we gave away.
A friend who has lived here many
years tells me that the beetle is
natural to the wild prairie rose and
gardens near the edge of the city
suffer most. We are not in that location, however. I never got around
to writing the A. C. or any rose
authority but it looks very much
as though moving the bushes got
rid of the pests. However I, although not exactly superstitious
am never-the-less "knocking on
wood." My friend who knows a
great deal about flowers in gen,
eral says that the beetle breeds ir 1
the soil under the bushes."
* THE
* *WRITER IS
PROBABLY
correct about the association of the
long-snouted rose beetles with the
wild prairie rose. I have been told
that these beetles will be numerous wherever wild roses are. Hence
one nurseryman has told me that it
is bad practice to transplant wild
roses into our gardens. My rests,
which have suffered most fron ,
these beetles are the Hansa, whict
is a very hardy bush rose, growin '
wild, I understand, in Japan. II
is of rough growth, with rather
large blooms. The blossoms are too
short-stemmed for cutting, but in
masses they make a good display
of color.

I AM ALWAYS INTERESTED
I APPROACHED THE EXA?din gatherings of old ettlers, per- ination in fear · and trembling, but
haps because I am a "settler" my.. when I looked over the questions
self and , am no longer young. I decided that they weren't so bad.
Those meetings · a ways bring to- I have. no recollection of any of
gether not only the questions except one. I was
those who are
s ti 11 neighbors required to describe an efficient
and look back and economical heating plant for
on years of con- a one-room country school. I had
tinuous associa• never taught school, but I had
tion, but others
whose paths have done carpenter work and was fairled them to other ly familiar with th simpler prinplaces and who ciples of heating. My paper on that
come to mingle subject was my star performance,
again with friends and it won a mark of 100. I don't
of years ago.
know whether it helped out any on
Thu rs d a Y ' s my marks in algebra and grammar
gathering at the or not, but I got by.
park at Arvilla
* *
brought together
I TAUGHT A WINTER AND A
Davies
those of b o t h spring term at the school in the
classes. Two former residents of old Harvey district on the marais
Grand Forks county who joined east of Manvel. During the wintheir old neighbors at that picnic ter I boarded at the home of Peter
were Chief Justice Nuessle of the Ferry, _a grand old Irishman, but
state supreme court and E. J. Tay- in the spring, in order to save .
lor, supreme court reporter. In the money and spend part of the time
early days both lived at or near with my family, I bought an old
Emerado, where Taylor taught bicycle and rode to and fro, morn1chool and young Nuessle was one ing and evening. My bicycle was a
of his pupils. In speaking of his Victor, spring fork, with a small
school days Judge Nuessle told of solid rubber tire about an inch in
being castigated by his teacher for diameter. It was heavy and ungainbehavior which the latter mistak- ly, but it went. The pneumatic tire
enly thought was offensive and was just becoming popular.
impertinent. However, both have
survived, and probably the experSTARTING FOR HOME AFTience did them both good.
er school one day I came across
* * *
Superintendent Taylor and County
· THURSDAY, THE DAY OF Commissioner William Barry just
the picnic, was the 47th anniver- this side of Manvel. They were also
, ·ary. of the election of E. J. Taylor on their way home after an offij s county superintendent of schools cial visit somewhere up country,
of Grand Forks county, a position and both had new pneumatic bi1
h1ch he held for some six years. cycles with pneumatic tires. They
, At that time the county superin- made mn of my old cripple, and I
Itendent was elected at the school defended it stoutly. While we were
election. Later Mr. Taylor served thus exchanging compliments one
as assistant state superintendent of Taylor's tires went flat. He had
of public instruction under W. L. been having trouble with it all day,
Stockwell, now recorder of the he said, and this time it couldn't
North Dakota Masonic grand lodge, be made ·to hold air at all. There
and then as state superintendent.
was nothing for Taylor to do but
*
*
lead his bike back to Manvel and
DURING MY EARLY RE I- take the train home. After I had
dence in Grand Forks I obtained a made a · few appropriate remarks
teacher's certificate from Superln- about newfangled pneumatic tires,
tendent Taylor, and in my subse- Barry and I pedaled on toward
quent short experience as a teach- Grand · Forks. Near Schurmeier
er I was often thrown into contact Barry had a flat tire. He had pickwith him. He was then, as now, ed up a nail. So he had to trudge
kind, sincere and helpful. I had on to Schurmeier and loaf in the
never taught school, and didn't elevator shed until the train came
know whether or not I could quali- along. I mounted my disreputable,
fy. But I obtained a set of old ex- but trusty steed, which couldn't 1
amination papers so as to get the be punctured and left with Barry ;
run of what would be expected, and a message for both him and Tayboned up as well a I could in the lor to get something to ride that I
hort time available.
·
would stand up.
1

1

*

* * *

*

&

full term, and
run
again. His only statement was
that he "did not choose" to run.
Of course, if Franklin D. Roosevelt should be re-elected next
year, his would be 11. third successive term, with the vast power
of his office vested In one man
toz, twelve years.

scares"
as something in..
vented by Roose•
velt In order to

*

look any advantsge which might
Davies
be gained from discussion at
home of the complications which
exist abroad; and Mr. Roosevelt
is a abrewd politician. But n.o
matter what use he may l!ll.ye
made of foreign., emlm>
~

, ey are not of his- e!'e&tton.
are very real; they co~e to pass
independent of any action by him;
and foreign action to them was
not prompted by him.

I.' ,

THE

* IN
*
WAR

*
CHINA

.

'

*, *

NOW THAT KING GEORGI)
ha.a :re&ehed home after vislt!Jl,t
Canada. and the 'United Statfa,
people &NI gue;g whether or
not President R
~elt will return the royiLI vis
I &m guessIng that he will not, unless he
should be re-elected next year.
Whether or not Roosevelt intends. to seek ren.omln.atlon. next
year 1s still an open question. ~ut
there can be no doubt that he intends, If possible, to n.&me next
candidate.
D1lrlD&'~
tiiei'.
ar he will be
much too bliaj'
domestic I>O"'
lilies to O vlsl+IR~ abroad a.nd
g
.....,.
'
:e:sl;u~ur~~:~~1:!b~:~~hii':n t~~

THE criticisms which It Is distinctly
to his Interest to avoid. Such a

1,conq~est of Ethiopia &nd the rise visit would be made a political

, ,ot Hitler te a domin.an.t position issue, and it would be too full of

f,in

Europe a.re all parts of the
, same broad pattern of armed aggression. Hitler's seizure of Austria. and Czechoslqvaki& and his
threats ag&imlt JIGle.n.d are ooncrete facts of which the world Is
compelled to take notice. Re&etlon.1 to thoBe facts In France,
Britain and the
of Europe w~
propa.ga.nda frimi
States but were the inevitable
reactl~n.s of huma.n beings facing
a manifest and Immediate danger.
In llhaplng his course with referen.ce to those facts Mr. Roosevelt has doulltlna given due ccmslderatlon to the domesijc polltlcal issues Involved; but the politlcal party which denies the ex.lllten.ce ~ a world war men.&ee is
'.imply buttin.g Its head against
~ stone wall.

1·

*

*

*

1 onstltutlon.al provision. with
i-erence to presidential third terms
.md the question. of a non-consecutive third term did not a.rise
,in Washington's time, there is no
basis on. which the expression.
"third term" can be strictly defined. Generally the Idea has been
to consider the precedent established by W&shlngton. to apply to
th• last of three successive terms
fn. office, the thought being that
uninterrupted retention. of power
by one f
/&ht
would be dan

dynamite to be undertaken.

* • *
I HAVE EXAMINED WITH
Interest a booklet Issued by one of
the Zionist organizations descrlbIng the progress that has been
made by Jewlab settlements In
a !I!, A ti'uly amazing
cl ~ Jiu been done
& very f - years. On one
page are shown two pictures, one
of the barren, wind-swept sandy
hillside just a few miles north of
the ancient city of Ja:ffa, on the
Mediterranean coa,t. 8(1 It wu 111
1908; and ~ . a t the modem
city of Tel Aviv, built on th&!)
site. Within that time there baa-.
been built a city of 150,000 lnhabl- 1
tan.ts, with all the con.venlalcu
of city life that are kn.own to
this scientific age. There a.re plctures of great areas of citrus orIn
ro#I, be&rln.g evidence of
Intensive
cultivation..
DJuatrations are given of adva.ncecl W'Ol'II;
in agriculture, dairying, many
kinds of industry, and of highly
organized educational work.

* * *

THAT C O ~ IS NOW
the scene of desperate conflict between Jews and Arabs, both of
which governments may, , . .
some justice, charge the British
government with proken. pro~ Ky aymp&thies In that
are With the Jews.

try, as well as the hinterland beNATURALLY THAT WOULD yond the Jordan, was Inhabited
not apply when. the ter.i:oa are not largely by Arabs, and during
pon.secutlve.
Qnat iiailpt , ~ een.turles It h&S been pr&e'thlrd term Immediately foll
tbilJ)t dlNlt. Arabs, chief"ls second, and was denied. That ly nomadic, m&de no effort to
·s _the only C&Se In which there develop It. With the uslstan.ce
,as been..J.1!1, prospect of three of those of their race and faith
uccesslve te!'IIIL Theodore Roose- in many countries the Jews have
·elt Inherited the office of presi- built great Irrigation. works which
lent, served three years, and bring water to the thirsty soil,
hen was elected for a full term. &lid where there was only barImmediately he announced that ren. sand are now fertile fields,
he considered his first term In thriving cities and villages, and
the light of a. full term, &n.d that a country te~g with wealth.
· ,e would not seek a. third term. Now the Arabs seek to possess
'hen came & complete change of themselves of weajth which they
'ministration, and after four have done nothing to create. Be·ars Roosevelt again became a fore long, under their control,
ndidate, which was In no sense Palestine would again be a
violation of his pledge. Coolidge desert.

I
__________________
....

1

ONE DAY I .AST WEEK I EXpressed the opinion that the night
hawk is an insect-eating bird
which does not molest the nests or
the young of other birds. I thought
I - had head that
,
.. ,,
somewhere, but I
wasn't quite sure.
I began to look,
and the more I
looked the more
I couldn't find
anything
about
it. In v a r i o u s
public at i o n s I
f o u n d descriptions of the night
ha wk1 its appearance, size, manner of f 1 i g h t,
nesting habits
and other characDavies
teristics, but not
a word about what it eats. I found
that the night hawk is a member
of the Goatsucker family, and in
an obscure paragraph in a cyclopedia I found the general statement that the Goatsuckers are in,

. sectivorous, That seems to justify

my opini-on, but it wasn't specific,

1
Iand it took me a long time to find

it.

'
* *LACK
* OF DEFI FIND
THIS
initeness althogether too common
in popular reference works. I may
want specific information about a
plant, a bird or a bug. I can find
generalizations a-plenty. 0 ft en
there are Latin terms, useful,
doubtless, to the technical student,
but of little value to me. Often
there are minute descriptions of
structural pecularities which place
the object in this or that scientific
classification. Usually the effect of
these is to bore me. But when I
want to find out what an ordinary
bird lives on, I have to hunt from
Dan to Beersheba, and then I am
left pretty much to my own judgment.

* *

* YOUNG
TO SOME OF. OUR
people who are wondering what to
do with a college education, now
that they have it, I suggest that
there is an opportunity for the performance of a valuable public service, which ought also to yield a
substantial
financial• compensation, in the preparation of a series
of nature books which would be
different from any that I have
[seen. They would deal separately
with plants, birds, insects, and so
forth, and be addressed, not to the
Itechnician, but to · the amateur.
Their material, unlike that in so
many ''popular" works, wou d not
consist of inexact and unrela ed information, hastily gathere
and
hurriedly thrown togethe , but

would be made up of accurate!
statements concerning the things
that millions of amateurs want to/
know, presented in language which
the amateur can u~derstand. Technical inJormation will be all right'
if there isn't too much of it, but
what I have in mind is a series ,o
publications in which the amateu
can find quickly the simple fact
that interest him, and in which h
can find that information quickl
and certainly.

* * *

THERE ARE BOOKS AN
books on such subjects, govern
ment bulletins and other publica
tions. But all of such publication
which I have seen are either to
technical or too vague, indefinit
and inaccurate. I hope that afte
this somebody will not come alon
and try to sell me a.set of natur
books, at least not until such as
have suggested have been publish
ed.

* * *

SOME TIME AGO I PUBLISHed a letter from William G. Milne,
of Sheyenne, N. D., who told of
birds stripping the blossoms from
his thornapple trees. Mr. Milne has \
received the following letter from
0. A. Stevens, associate professor (
in the department of botany and
plant pathology at the Agricultural
college, Fargo:

I
1

* *

* SENDS ME A
"A FRIEND
clipping from the Grand Forks
Herald about the birds eating the
thornapple blossoms. There are the
Cedar Waxwings. They do seem · to
time their appearance for the apple blossoms, but they probably do
not reduce the crop materially. If
you see any in the fall after the
first of October they usually will
be the Bohemian Waxwing, a larger, grayer bird which visits us in
winter. They are fond of cedar
berries, asparagus berries, Hackberries and other fruits."

* *

I

* RURAL
IN SOME OF THE
districts of New England deer
have become so plentiful that they
destroy valuable farm crops. Over
in certain districts of South Africa
the natives have similar trouble
with elephants. The animals are
protected by law and herds of them
sometimes raid the fields and gardens of the native farmers. Government rangers are employed hoth to
protect them from unlicensed hunting and to prevent their ravages.
When the elephants have been,
dr·ven from a farm neighborhood a
time - or two their intelliget1.ce
teaches them that that district is
taboo, .and usually they will a void
it. But when a herd does break
bounds everything is laid flat.

IF A FARMER SHOULD
drive into town in a Democrat
wagon, in tending to spend the
day, where would he stable his
team? I realize that the question
is merel:v academic, because
the farmer does
not come to town
that way. But
the question suggests some recollections. In the
first place, what
is, or was, a
democrat wagon?
I am quite :mre
t h a t its name
was not intended
to have any refe r e n c e to the
Democratic parDavies
ty, but who christened it, or when, ~ haven't the
slightest idea.

terial which were to go into the
hubs, spokes, felloes and box of
the new job, all of which had been
seasoning for more than 20 years.
A deal was closed for the job, and
in due time the democrat was completed. It was not ornate, but it
had the beauty of skilled and honest workmanship, and it was a
worthy product of a man who ,
would have scorned to turn out aj
poor job at any price.

*

* *
WHEN THE DEMOCRAT
WAS
in vogue it, like the heavier farm
wagon, came to town, and, especially if the stay was to be over
night, the horses had to be stabled.
That called for stables, and every
town had them. In Grand Forks
they were dotted all over the
down-town district. The larger
ones were both livery and boarding stables. At one of them one
could hire a team or a single horse
for an hour or a day or could
Nevertheless, the name was high- stable his own horses for a night.
ly appropriate, for the democrat
*
was distinctly a people's conveySUCH A STABLE
STOOD FOR
ance. It was strongly built, but many years on the site now occumuch lighter than the farm wag- pied by the Masonic temple. I
on, so that it was easy on a taem. don't know who built it, but among
Its springs made it fairly comfort- its owners were the late A. I. Hunable for the passenger, and when ter and the O'Connor brothers.
the rear seat was removed its James Murphy had a barn on what
shallow box would carry several is now the vacant corner opposite
sacks of grain or two or three \he Deaconess hospital. Bacon &
dressed hogs. It helped the farmer Van Alstine operated a livery
do his marketing, and on Sunday it barn on the site now occupied by
. would take a good-sized family to the Forx theater A big barn atchurch. It was fitted with a tongue tached to the old Central hotel
for two horses or shafts for one, faced on Bruce avenue. Another
and these could be used inter- barn on Fourth street opposite the
courthouse was owned, I .think, by
changeably.
George Salisbury.
AS A SMALL BOY I ACCOM?fc
panied my grandfather to a nearIT MAY HAVE
.BEEN IN THATI
by village to dicker with a local barn, or in another near by, that
wagonmaker for the manufacture a man was killed in a prize fight. 1
of a light demcorat. The negotia- The prize fight in those days was
tions consumed so.me time, which not the social affair that it has
I empoyed pleasantly inhaling the come to be, widely publicized, and
aroma of paint and seasoning attended openly by the elite. Offiwood, and gazing upon, though not cially it was an outlaw, to be contouching, the queer tools that be- ducted furtively in out-of-the-way
longed to the wagon maker's art places while the authorities looked
It was a one-man shop whose own- conveniently the other way. 'l1he
er, now white-haired and spectacl- Grand Forks fight took place in
ed, had built wagons and buggies a barn as aforesaid, and one of the
for a full generation, doing all the combatants failed to recover from \
woodwork by hand, and employing the punishment which he had rea local blacksrnith to do the iron- ceived. Immediately there was an
ing. He took us upstairs into a exodus of prominent citizens from
great loft where there were racks the city, and they didn't return unand racks of. curing and cured til there was no danger of there
lumber. That lumber had been cut being called as witnesses or of
in local forests and sawn in a their being publicly exposed as atlittle country sawmill. We were tendants at anything so disgraceshown the various kinds of ma- ful as a prize fight.

* * *

* * *

* *

* *

species. It appears to be the latter
which have been found in such
great numbers in the Red river
valley this year. There are several
other species which are locally
quite injurious, but which move
only when food becomes scarce.

Several local residents who had
rid their lawns of grasshoppers by
the application of poison bait have
found that there is a new crop
just hatched, and farmers likewise
report a new
brood showing in
their fields. At
their
pr esen t
stage of growth
it isn't easy to
distinguish these
n e w 'h o p p e r s
from
the
tiny
flies which also
are nu m er o us
j us t now, 1;>ut
close
inspection
will remove all
doubt. The 'hoppers, though so
small as to be alDavies
m o st
invisible,
are genuine. Also, bli ter beetles
have again appeared in some localities which were rid of them
a short time ago, and are again
at work on foliage.

'* * *

DR. VILHJALMUR STEFANSson, president of the Explorers
club of America, described the historical background of Iceland at
the exercises at the .New York
world's fair on Iceland's national
day, June 17. Stef~nsson was born
in Manitoba of Icelandic parents,
spent his boyhood in the Icelandic
settlement in Pembina county, and ·
visited Iceland on a historical
mission before he became an Arctic explorer.

I

*

* *

I WISH SOMEONE WHO HAS
nothing else to do would dig into
the records and find out how many
times it has rained here during
fair week, and how many times it
hasn't. Probably it would be found
that there has been some rain during most of our fair weeks. But
lest the conclusion be drawn that
the holding of a fair has anything 1
to do with the weather it would be
well to check up on the weeks- immediately before and after the
fair. I have no doubt that it would
be found that there has been some
rain in more than 50 per cent of
those weeks, and that there has
been no material difference between fair and other weeks.

* * *

THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT
the defensive measures employed
earlier in the season were useless.
Those measures did their work,
but if ravages are to be prevented
some of the work already done
must be repeated. I have seen it
stated somewhere that blister
beetles will not eat poisoned foliage, but that the application of
poison makes the foliage distasteful to them, and they will leave
the plants treated and seek food
elsewhere. To my knowledge this
is not true in all cases, for the
morning after spraying a clump of
caragana with Paris green the
sidewalk immediately adjoining
was covered with dead beetles.
When insects drop on the ground
to die it isn't easy to find them, but
on the sidewalk the evidence was
unmistakeable.

*

* *

YEARS AGO THE LATE DR.
Simpson of the U. N. D., learning
that several of his students were
convinced that "it always rained
on the Fourth of July," went over
the records of many years covering the early days of July, including the Fourth. There wasn't much
difference, but in the period covered it has rained just a little less
* *
often on the Fourth than on the
TmRE ARE MANY V ARIE- 5th or the 3rd.
ties of grasshoppers, and as sever* * *
al species may be found at the
IN THE EARLIER DAYS OF
same time in the same locality, Grand Forks fairs Winnipeg also
there is apt to be confusion con- featured its annual fair, and there
cerning their identity. I under- was established the pleasant cusstand from government publica- tom of an interchange of visits betions on the subject that the two tween the two cities on one day of
breeds that give most trouble are each fair. On one of those occathe long-winged 'hopper, which sions, when a Winnipeg crowd
makes its headquarters in Colo-, visited the Grand Forks fair, the
rado and adjoining states, and day · began with a soaking rain
which may migrate in great num- which never let up for more than
bers and over grat distance, and . a few minutes until night. There
the "lesser migratory" 'hopper, 1 was no pavement at the fair
Iwhich breeds throughout the west grounds, and no drainage, an~
and whose migrations are less gen- one needed hip boots to wade about /
I eral than those of the southern the premises.

,*

II

RECENT SUBMARINE DISASters are forcible reminders of the
special dangers inherent in submarine service. That service will
always be hazardous, but in a letter to an eastern
paper a writer
makes several
s a f e t y suggestions s o m e of
which seem so
simple and pract i ca 1 that it
seems strange
that the methods p r o p o s e d
were not used
long ago. These
refer to the making of test dives
by new subs. It
was in such a
Davies
test d iv e that
more than 70 lives were lost on the
British submarine only a few
weeks ago. The correspondent
suggests new submarines be tested
only in sheltered bays not of excessive depth, with hard sand or
gravel bottoms. That would eliminate the dangers of soft bottom,
rough bottom, great depth and
treacherous currents. He urges
further for the testing of new
ships the testing ground shall
have right on the spot all the rescue apparatus known to science.
These precautions alone would
have saved many of the lives that
were lost on the British boat, and
would have made possible the immediate raising of both American
and British craft. Of course a submarine in actual service must take
its chances.

* * *

THOSE WHO HEARD RICHard B. Black and his friend and
companion Finn Ronne at the
meeting of the Kiwanis club on
Wednesday resembled Oliver Twist
in that they wanted more. The
talks, necessarily confined to a
few minutes each, could have extended to cover hours without
abatement of interest. Black, a
member of Byrd's second Antarctic expedition, did not touch on
his experiences in that frigid territory, but sketched the "repossession" by the American government
of the islands of Enderbury and
Canton in the equatorial Pacific.

l

* *

*

THE
INTERIOR
DEPARTment, which Black represented,
had decided to occupy these islands
as airplane bases. Three men representing the British government,
which also claimed the islands,
had raised the British flag on
Canton and had erected a shack
s their lleadquarters. The force
consisted of the leader, his white
assistant and a native from one
of the other islands. Canton was
otherwise uninhabited.

* * *

BLACK ARRIVED WITH A
crew of 40 men, and he landed in

person, to be met at the little dock
by the British "governor." When
informed that the American flag
was to be raised the British resident made a formal protest and
then took the invaders to dinner. A
grave international incident wa~
averted when, after a British little
dog bit an American sailor on the
leg, the dog was properly spanked
by his owner, who tendered apologies. Again, there arose the question of the landing of American 1
cats. Three had been brought to
the landing in crates and were
ready to be unloaded, but the British official explained that it has
been decided to land no British
cats for fear of their effect in bird
life. Black saw the point and ordered his cats back to the ship.
Months ago the newspapers carried stories of the agreement that
the two nations shall occupy the
islands jointly while the legal authorities are threshing out the
question of title, a task which may
take years.

* * *

THE CAUSE OF AMELIA EARhart's disappearance remains a
mystery. No trace of her or her
plane has been seen since she failed to make her landing at Howland island. Black was in charge
at Howland at the time, and on
Wednesday he told of the contacts
which had been made with the approaching plane until no more
messages came. He said that the
explanation of the tragedy g enerally accepted is that overcast skies
and imperfect radio reception had
caused loss of direction; that fuel
had become exhausted; and that
in alighting the plane had struck
heavily enough to cause wings to
spring a leak, but not hard enough
to shatter the structure, so that it
had sunk without leaving a trace
on the surface.

*

* *

FINN RONNE ACCOMPANIED
the second Byrd Antarctic expedition as dog expert. His father
had accompanied Amundsen to
the south pole and had been a
member of Byrd's first expedition.
He died before the second expedition, and his son took his place. He
slept in the same bunk in the
headquarters at Little America
that had been occupied by his father four years earlier, and he declares that it was the worst bunk
in the dormitory. His descriptions
of the apprcach to the Barrier,
with its glistening walls of ice, of
the curious antics of the penguins
and of the curiosity of dogs born
in Little America about rock which
they found in the mountains were
full of humor. Those dogs, seven
of them, refused water when they
were offered it on shipboard on
the way home until they learned to
drink by imitating the other dogs
which had come from up north.
Until then they had quenched their
thirst only by eating snow and ic

